
From Snapshots to Great Shots

� When Does a Photograph Need a 
Focal Point?



When Does a Photograph
Need a Focal Point?

� Stolen from Michael Frye blog:

http://www.michaelfrye.com/landscape-photography-
blog/2015/08/02/photograph-need-focal-point

� When critiquing photographs, professional photographer 
Michael Frye often encounters otherwise-wonderful images, 
with simple, strong compositions, great light, and nice color, 
but lacking an essential ingredient: a focal point.

� He says: Viewers need something to latch onto, and if they 
don’t find it right away they feel lost. You have to take them by 
the hand and say, “Here, look at this.”



� The photograph above has an obvious focal point — the sun. From 
there your eyes can travel along the radiating light beams out to the 
rest of the frame. 



Multiple Focal Points

�A photograph can have more than 
one focal point.

� In fact, it’s often better to have two 
or three centers of interest.

�But it still usually works best to have 
one predominant focal point, a spot 
that viewers notice first before 
looking at the rest of the image. 



� This photograph has six 
focal points:

� Half Dome

� the moon

� North Dome

� and the reflections of 
all three.

� But Half Dome (actual 
Half Dome, rather than 
its reflection) is slightly 
more eye-catching than 
the rest. You tend to 
notice Half Dome first, 
and keep coming back 
to it after your eyes 
jump around to the 
other elements in the 
frame. 



� Nice clouds, low-angle sidelight, interesting textures, and even some 
repeating patterns.

� But it’s missing something: a strong focal point.

� The most eye-catching things in the frame are that triangular rock just below
and left of center, and maybe the pointed cloud just above center. But 
neither of those things stand out enough to provide a true focal point, and 
the photograph suffers for that. 



� The next two photographs both include multi-colored patterns of 
flowers. In the first image above, a clump of owl’s clover just below 
and left of center provides a subtle but important focal point. It’s the 
color that draws attention to this spot, and from there your eyes can 
roam around the rest of the frame. In fact the flowers seem to form 
faint concentric rings around that focal point. 



� This second image, on the other hand, lacks a clear focal point. Those 
magenta flowers grab your attention, but there isn’t one spot within that 
swath of pink that stands out. The white flower just right of center is perhaps 
the most eye-catching single spot, but that’s pretty subtle, and hardly a focal 
point. There’s still a strong enough overall pattern here to make this 
photograph work, but a clear focal point would make it better. 



� This next photograph, of an aspen-covered hillside, also has 
some nice patterns, but again lacks a clear focal point. It still 
works – to a degree. But it would work better if there was one 
particularly eye-catching tree in the frame. 



� In contrast, this next image does have a clear focal point, and 
that makes it a stronger photograph. The aspen left of center 
stands out because of its color and shape, giving the viewer 
something to latch onto. From there your eyes can travel 
around the rest of the picture and find interesting colors, 
patterns, and textures. 



� Finally, however, we conclude with an example that breaks the rule. 
There’s no clear focal point in the photograph below. Perhaps the 
two largest aspen trunks near the center of the frame are the biggest 
eye-catchers, but it would be stretching things to say that they’re 
focal points. Nevertheless, this works better than the previous focal-
point-lacking examples because the overall pattern is so strong, with 
the repeating vertical lines of the tree trunks, and all those 
Dalmation-like spots. (The golden light helps too.) 




